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EXPLAJNfNG away dissatisfied customers as ones with 
"rising expectations" can be dangerous. says David Chan. 
an industrial organisation psychologist. 

Speaking at a recent forum on productivity and service 
excellence, Prof Chan, a professor of psychology and direc
tor of the Behavioural Sciences Institute at the Singapore 
Management University, pointed out that impHcit in such 
comments is the thinking that the customer is being unrea
sonable. 

Such thinking percolates down from boardrooms to 
the employee who has to respond to a complaint, be says. 
The employee assumes unreasonableness - even when 
the customer's feedback is legitimate - depriving the com
pany of the opportunity to respond constructively. 

Rather than peg customer expectations at an un
known, unattainable level, Prof Chan suggests that compa
nies try to identify the dilferent levels of expectations a 
customer has. 

First, there are the routine expectations, shaped by lin
mediate and recent experiences. If a customer a lways 
boards a crowded bus at a certain time, or typically waits 
half an hour at the polyclinic, that shapes his expectation 
of the experience be will receive when be next boards a 
bus or visits a polyclinic. 

Then, there are the aspirational expectations- an ide
al that the customer holds in his mind, that could be 
shaped by his experience with competitors, or advertis
ing. This is likely to be set at a level higher than the rou
tine. 

But there is also a level of tolerance - the customer will 
expect a basic level of quality and service. Deliver any
thing under this tolerance level and a company can expect 
complaints from the customer, or even lose him altogeth
er to a competitor. 

What this means, Prof Chan says, is that companies 
need to identify where they stand in the eyes of different 
segments of consumers. Are they hovering just above the 
level of tolerance'? Are they meeting routine expectations, 
and if so, are these experiences positive? 

"It is oo longer just a single level. so company's inter
ventions to react to customers need to take these into con
sideration," be says. 

Companies also need to realise that as customers, peo
ple are adaptive. Their expectations will not keep rising if 
these are constantly unmet. Instead, they will recalibrate 
their expectations. 

Because customer expectations are so easily shaped by 
environmental changes, which may be out of any individu
al company's control, trust is important to tide a company 
through fluctuations in customers' expectations. 

Prof Chan suggests that while most companjes are 
adept at inspiring and keeping "trust in competence" -
bow well they perform operationally to deliver the prom
ised goods or services - and also at "trust in integrity" -
governed by the rule of law- there is a third dj mension of 
trust that is often neglected. 

Prof Chan: Companies need to realise that as 
customers, people are adaptive. Their expectations 
will not keep rising if these are unmet 

"Trust in benevolence," he says, is being able to gain 
the customer's trust that the company's decisions and ac
tions are made with the customer's good in mind. "There 
isn't a structure or process that checks on benevolence. If 
I tell you something now, would you believe what I say in 
terms of my intention?" he said. 

This becomes particularly important in a crisis situa
tion, in which communication and the company's future 
could rely heavily on customers' gut feel of the company's 
trustworthiness. 

"There is a need to focus on all three dimensions of 
trust, failing which your customer satisfaction becomes 
more episodic, rather than strategic," says Prof Chan. 
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